Task Force Topic: Fun Shop Guidelines
Members: Jody S. (Chair), Pat S., Pauline C.
Background / Historical Info: We have traditionally had some skits on the Friday night of Assembly that were
based on our Legacies. These have usually been used as an icebreaker and for humor.
Thought Force references ( if any): Please take a look at the Thought Force information on the Area
website.
Financial Impact: none
Charge: please update the Fun Shop Guidelines and make them simple, straightforward yet possibly flexible
enough to allow for the Chairperson and the various Districts to change things as needed. Remember to
use AFG Area 9 rather than NFA or North Florida when referring to the Area.

Task Force Timeline:
You will work together by phone (using Free Conference Call) and using email or Google Docs. Roger or
Cindy can assist you in learning how to use these tools.
Please fill out this form, save as a Word doc, then submit it to the Technology Coordinator as your Task
Force Report by July 1, 2015.
Create a second document with the Proposed Fun Shop Guidelines and submit this to the Technology
Coordinator by July 15, 2015.

KBDM Questions from Thought Force (if any):
What do we wish we knew, but don’t? How the GR’s who are not able to attend the Assembly on Friday
evening feel about missing out on the Fun Shop / Legacy icebreaker presentation.

Task Force Summary / Findings:
Due to new GR’s (their first time at Assembly) listening to Fun Shop  they are unaware that the
skit is about a Legacy while they are caught up in the humor.
Large audience makes it vital that the presenters can be seen and heard.

Task Force Recommendation:
Introduce the Legacy by reading it in its entirety prior to the skit or presentation.
Use a microphone; (have the presenters walk down among the audience if appropriate to be
seen).
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